Key joint kinematic characteristics of the gait of fallers identified by principal component analysis.
It has been reported that fallers have a higher risk of subsequent falls than non-fallers. Therefore, if the differences between the movements of recent fallers and non-fallers can be identified, such could be regarded as the basis of the high risk of falling of the former. The objective of the present study was the identification of the key joint kinematic characteristics of human gait related to the risk of falling while walking on level ground. For this purpose, joint kinematics data obtained from 18 recent fallers and 19 non-fallers were analyzed using principal component analysis (PCA). The PCA was conducted using an input matrix constructed from the time-normalized average and standard deviation of the lower limb joint angles on three planes (101 data×2 parameters×3 angles×3 planes). The PCA revealed that only the 5th principal component vector (PCV 5) among the 23 generated PCVs was related to the risk of falling (p<0.05, ES=0.71). These findings as well as those of previous studies suggest that the joint kinematics of PCV 5 is the key characteristic that affects the risk of falling while walking. We therefore recombined the joint kinematics corresponding to PCV 5 and concluded that the variability of the joint kinematics for fallers was larger than that for non-fallers regardless of the joint. These observations as well as the findings of previous studies suggest that the risk of falling can be reduced by reducing the variability of the joint kinematics using an intervention such as external cues or a special garment.